OWW-CAF Present First
ATTITUDE Ambassador Award
hio Willow Wood (OWW) and the Challenged Athletes
Foundation (CAF), a nonprofit organization supporting
athletes with disabilities, presented Coach Hal Steelman,
Lonoke, Arkansas, with the First Annual ATTITUDE
Ambassador Award February 21 at a surprise pep rally held at
Lonoke High School.
Coach Steelman, who is a physical education and health
teacher, as well as a coach of varsity football and track at the
school, was selected to receive the national award to honor his
positive attitude, and his desire to pass it on to his students, athletes, and community, said Meredy Fullen, OWW public relations specialist.
Coach Steelman, a bilateral amputee, lost both of his legs just
below the knee to diabetes by the time he was 38 years old. After
receiving two prosthetic legs, he returned to teaching at Lonoke
High School and resumed his golf game, hitting the links a couple times each week in the summer. “As if these accomplishments weren’t remarkable enough, Coach Steelman returned to
the gridiron, being called by his players ‘the best defensive coordinator the state of Arkansas has ever seen,’” Fullen said, adding,
“All the while, Coach Steelman remains oblivious to how far his
legend has spread.”
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CAF about two
years ago, Fullen explained. “The two organizations share such
similar missions that a partnership was quite natural. Both organizations have established solid foundations on values that intrinsically focus on helping people.” Through their partnership,
OWW and CAF created the Annual ATTITUDE Ambassador
Award to be given to a physically challenged individual that
demonstrates a desire to pursue physical activity and portrays an
ATTITUDE that is a positive model for others to follow.
This national competition, which began in July 2002, served
as a direct correlation to a poster campaign by OWW’s public
relations department. “We had produced three ATTITUDE
posters featuring amputees wearing our product and cosponsored by OWW and CAF,” Fullen said. “The posters were
so popular that we scheduled the release dates for each new
poster to correspond with our tradeshow schedule so we could
have the featured model present for signings.” With a fourth
poster scheduled to be released and plans for an ‘Everyday Joe
Contest’ held in conjunction with CAF, the two organizations
saw another natural fit. “Tabi King, director of programs and
development at CAF, suggested that the contest become a search
for the average amputee with the right ATTITUDE,” Fullen
explained. The winner would be featured on the final poster of
the series, plus he or she would receive a $1,200 grant from the
Ohio Willow Wood Grant Fund of CAF and a free OWW
Pathfinder™ foot. The contest required individuals to complete a
questionnaire and to write a brief essay as to why OWW and
CAF should show their ATTITUDE. From nearly 200 entries,
representatives from both organizations unanimously chose
Steelman as the winner.
“While the essay written by Coach Steelman certainly contributed to his receiving this honor, the greatest impact was made
by the 58 entries written and mailed in by the students and athletes on behalf of their beloved coach,” said Fullen. “Sifting
through one heartfelt testimonial after another, it became clear
that this man has made an indelible mark on each of the young
lives he has touched.”
As an example, one of the letters said, “Hal Steelman has
never let the loss of his legs interfere with his life, whether it is
his job coaching or just having fun. He has shown the ability to
rise above adversity. He exemplifies the courage he asks his
students and athletes to possess. He shows them firsthand that
no matter what hurdles life puts in your way, you can achieve
your goals. As a football coach and a girls’ track coach, he has
earned not only the respect of his students, but of the entire
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community.”
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